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PT-8216 COMPUTER SERVO CONTAINER COMPRESSION
TESTER

Design Standards：TAPPI T804，JIS Z0212，ISO2872,2874，NF
H13-001，CNS 2236/3511,GB-T 4857.4,4857.16

Applications : PT-8216 Computer System Container Compression Tester shall be used for
testing resistance about all kinds of packaging body and cartons, the result would be
regarded as the important references of the height of piling up the cartons and design the
cartons.
It is an ideal testing & research equipment for all factories, technical supervision
departments, commodity inspection agencies, scientific research institutes and college and
academy.
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Machine Features:

 1.The configuration is made of the aluminum extrusion which is

coated by baking paint and the inner setting include non-gap ball

screws and oriented poles with high precision, low resistance; the

load efficiency and structural rigidity have been improved a lot.

 2.Panasonic digital control system using high-frequency response of

the exchange server control ac servo motor in order to ensure the

transmission system to be high efficiency, steady transmission, low

noise, The speed can be controlled in the accuracy of 0.2 percent;

 3.Micro-computer system using business computer as the main

control machine with the special testing software of our company,

setting of testing parameter, controlling of working state, collecting

data & analysis, displaying of the result & print output can all be

accomplished;

 4.The product can be easily operated which has well steady capability

and high precision, the function of testing software is powerful.
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Software Specification :

 Adopt Windows working flat，

Parameter setting was adopted by

dialogue boxes, operate simply;

 Adopt single menu, no need for

switching multiplex menus;

 Software interface has three

languages: simplified Chinese

character, original complex Chinese

character, English, Switch

conveniently;

 Can plan testing charts mode by

oneself;

 Testing data can be directly called in

the main menu

 Curves of data can be Compared at

same time with horizontal movement

and comparing ways;

 Has various measure units, switch

between the metric system and the

English system;

 Has automatic return function;

 Has automatic revise function;

 Has automatic magnify function and

arrive at the reasonable effect;

 Has custom testing function;

 Has testing data calculating &

analyzing function;

 Can do the tests like resist draw,

press, bend and separate from, etc.
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Technical Parameters :

Model PT-8216A PT-8216B PT-8216C

Capacity 2000kg、5000kg、10000kg, choose one

Software Special testing software on Windows

Force Accuracy Better than ±0.5%

Force Resolution 1/100,000

Effective Measuring

Range

0.5~100%F.S

Extension Accuracy Better than ±0.5%

Testing Speed 0.5～200mm/min，Adjustable

Testing space (W x D x H) 100×100×1

00cm

120×120×120cm 150×150×150cm

Stop Functions Automatic stop functions such as: Overload protection,

limits of security, emergency shutdown button,

programmable force and elongation setting, auto stop

upon sample breaks …etc.

Special functions Can be used for Constant pressing testing

Optional Device business computer:1 set, color printer: 1set

Machine Size (W x D x H) 142×100×1

71cm

162×120×191cm 200×150×218cm

Machine Weight 350KG 400KG 500KG

Motor AC servo motor

Power 1PH, 220V, 50/60HZ，15A
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